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For Marina

Hong Kong has a peaceable clutter, just an accumulation of worn or out-of-
date things, like a massive attic.

Kowloon Tong, Paul Theroux

BUSHWALKING

Hong Kong is a vertical city. The buildings are not only tall, but they are built on the
sides of mountains. The sun might be up for hours before you catch a glimpse of it
between skyscraper and peak. It’s also a crowded place. About seven million people
live in the 1070 square kilometers of this fabulous city-state. The district of Sham
Shui Po has a population density of 680,000 people per square kilometer making it
eighteen times more crowded than New York City. Apparently this same district has a
disproportionately high percentage of men, so some of those boys must be two to a
bunk. And one of the ironies of this density is that over 40% of Hong Kong’s land
area is reserved as Country Park and offers some reasonable bushwalking.

On my first trip to Hong Kong I went with a beautiful Chinese girl with an Italian
name. Marina and I lobbed into the new airport on Lantau Island at night and
wandered along the massive concourse of the airport terminal looking for the Tour
East Company. We found the guy from said tour-company marshalling the troops in
preparation for insertion into the various tourist hotels on Hong Kong Island and the
Kowloon Peninsula. I wasn’t filled with a great deal of confidence as the tour guide
had no desk or reception area but rather just “Tour East” printed on a laminated piece
of A4 paper and fastened with a bulldog-clip to a small tripod stand. I consoled myself
with the fact that at least the sign was laminated.

The new airport has deprived arriving passengers of the legendary aircraft carrier
approach into Kai Tak in Kowloon, complete with views into apartments of people
having dinner or just hanging out their boxer shorts. Kai Tak was built on a narrow
strip of reclaimed land sticking out into Kowloon Bay. I’m told that pilots were sad to
see Kai Tak close down because it was one of the last places in the world where they
could throw a 747 around like a fighter jet with and keep a straight face. Now they
have to go all the way to South America to do it.

COWS 1

The Lantau Island airport is linked to Kowloon and then Hong Kong Island by a new
expressway that includes the giant Tsing Ma suspension bridge. The trip into town
takes about ½ hour or so. We were slowly being wrapped in the cocoon of sleep as the
bus trundled along the expressway and in my haze thought I saw a give way sign with
a cow symbol on it - surely not?

The bus rumbled on down the western coast of the Kowloon Peninsula. The suburbs
are filled with identical apartment blocks, wire fences, lights, train stations, and
endless concrete. And then I saw two older folks standing on what could at best be
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described as a “stretch of partially lit footpath” completing the graceful arcs of tai chi
forms – life in the great outdoors. Hong Kong citizens don’t spend much time in their
apartments.

UP DATE

I am continually fascinated by the names of the businesses and products in Hong
Kong. A billboard at the Star Ferry terminal in Tsim Sha Tsui was sponsored by a
company called Make Rich Ltd – a company name and philosophy rolled into one. The
toilet bowl in the hotel was American Standard. The sink was Ideal Standard. And I
couldn’t figure out which was better. I found a space-aged version of pharmacy
weight-scales proclaiming The Scale of a New Generation, lending something to the
argument that today’s folks perhaps have more weighty matters on their minds. I saw a
jeweler’s shop called the Best Thing Jewelry Company and a real estate agency called
Nice Property. And recalling my colonoscopy a couple of years ago I carefully
avoided the Up Date Mall in Tsim Sha Tsui. Marina looked around a fashion store
called Wanko – not something I would want showing up on my credit card statement.
Gag footwear had little to recommend it either.   Later in the trip at the Temple Street
Night Market I saw a CD for sale with naked women on the cover and cryptically
entitled Smut, and I recalled the refreshing, no nonsense names once again – at least
you know what you are getting in for. And finally I saw what must be the place to go
when you’re completely fed up with everything – the Fuk Tat shop in Sheung Wan.

FACE

Sometimes the Chinese can be frustrating for not letting you know what they are really
thinking. I think it is called inscrutability. It’s just the opposite of how westerners can
be annoying when they let you know exactly what they are thinking. One morning at
breakfast a young waiter was carrying an armful of white tablecloths through the
restaurant. The older headwaiter walked past him and deliberately pulled one of the
tablecloths out causing them all to fall to the floor. Anyone else in the world, I would
think would have at least showed a moment of annoyance or at least surprise at this
event. But this boy just looked at the headwaiter with an empty expression and simply
bent down to pick up the linen. Even if this was a daily routine I thought there should
be at least some expression on his face. I don’t know what was going on inside that
young man’s head. And if I didn’t get a glimpse of it then I don’t think I ever would.

WATERFRONT

Christmas morning 1998 was grey and cool as Marina and I walked along through the
deserted streets of Tsim Sha Tsui, through Signal Hill Garden and along the
Waterfront Promenade. Sounds nice eh? Well the place looked like a tip. Christmas
Eve on the waterfront of Tsim Sha Tsui was gridlocked with people soaking up the
spectacular nighttime view of Hong Kong Island from across Victoria Harbour.
Predictably the next morning the place looked like the aftermath of the world’s biggest
21st birthday party. A few Chinese boys were still sleeping in the gutter, proving that
like broken hearts and skinned knees, hangovers transcend culture.
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I don’t know how Santa managed to park his sleigh on the Tsim Sha Tsui promenade
without getting his hubcaps stolen, but he dropped his red and white hat near an
overflowing bin. Some Hong Kong bum was picking his way through said bin as we
walked past – living a life based on the premise that hope might some day triumph
over experience. And against this backdrop of rubbish a sprightly young Hong Kong
couple “just doing it” came jogging along at a healthy clip. Behind them the first of a
small army of garbage people with their trolleys, cane baskets and long straw brooms
began reclaiming the promenade. On the water the early morning harbour traffic
rumbled by in a haze of diesel. Hong Kong was waking up, albeit slowly.

LAWRENCE

We met up with a friend Lawrence Chau around lunchtime and followed him through
some of the streets just off Nathan Road and I thought we were perhaps going to
where he had parked his car. He had offered to show us around Hong Kong for a day
and was polite when I made some comments about how hard it must be to find a
parking space in Hong Kong. As we approached a green Benz I thought, ‘hmm, a man
of means’. Lawrence proceeded straight past the Mercedes and into a Chinese
Restaurant. And when I say Chinese I mean ‘Chinese’ as in customers, not just food.
Off any street in Hong Kong are restaurants like this that the tourists never see. We
tend to forget that while Hong Kong caters for us, the locals still comprise the larger
restaurant market. The restaurant was down a few steps and into a basement and it was
quite obvious that I was the only white man to darken the doorway in some time. The
waitresses were all nicely attired in navy Ralph Lauren polo shirts. More about that
later.

When I worked in Clayton my friend Lumpy and I used to frequent a Hong Kong
Chinese Restaurant in called Yun Yun. We have only just discovered the real name of
the lady we have been calling “Madam Lau” all these years. We’d misheard her real
name - Madeline, one of those quaint old English names preserved by Hong Kong
Chinese like Ernest, Winston, and Fanny.  We’ve never actually seen Madeline’s
husband (the cook) at front of house, but catch a glimpse of the back of his head every
now and then. We asked Madeline once whether her husband cooks at home. She said,
“No, he’s not good enough to cook at home.” We’ve been regular customers for a
while and have recently graduated from plastic to stainless steel cutlery – a sure sign
we are in the good books. The Yun Yun shares one key element in common with many
of the ‘local’ Chinese restaurants in Hong Kong: the triumph of food over décor.

Back in the Hong Kong basement restaurant with Lawrence and Marina I was
checking out said décor. Like all true Chinese restaurants, this one cared less about the
presentation of the restaurant, and more about the presentation of the food. Let me put
it this way, it was the kind of place where you noticed the covers on the air-
conditioner ducts. I perused the menu thoughtfully and eventually decided on a #36.  I
think the English translation was “pot of luck.” Every now and then in life we are
faced with turning points. In this case a gastronomic moment of truth if you will. And
those that know me are aware that I have an extremely sensitive digestive system. And
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here I was faced with two laminated pages of genuine Hong Kong cuisine. So I
popped a couple of Imodium tablets and decided to get myself some culture. Or at
least get myself something that would grow in a culture.

The food was excellent. And I acquitted myself admirably, which is to say I didn’t
drop the dumplings on the floor. Marina of course is well acquainted with the noodle
and chopstick caper. And she no longer finds it funny when she’s eating steak and I
ask her if she’ll be OK with a fork. And like a truly gracious host, Lawrence made a
successful lunge for the bill.

EXPATS

We caught the Star Ferry to Central and walked to the bus station past hundreds of
Filipino maids sitting along the concrete footpaths on tarpaulins and blankets having
picnics. Lawrence explained that many of the domestic maids in Hong Kong are
Filipino and on their day off they have nowhere to go so they meet up in the parks and
other public spaces with their friends. Apparently they are permitted to work in Hong
Kong for one employer only. They represent the largest grouping of Hong Kong’s
400,000 expatriates, ahead of Americans, British and Thais. Predictably the
immobility of their labour doesn’t encourage high wages. Many of them are afraid to
go back home for fear of not being permitted to return to Hong Kong. I heard a story
of a woman who returned home to Manila only long enough to have a baby and has
not been back since to see her 4 year old daughter.

In a park in Wan Chai we saw a caricature of the expat scene in Hong Kong. Under
the overpass walkway a choir of some 30 Filipinos were singing hymns. They were
dressed in their Sunday bests and they presented a Catholic vision that would not look
out of place in Vatican City. And not twenty feet away from this angelic scene four
maids sat around a card table in a haze of cigarette smoke playing a game of stud
poker.

I thought for a while about their expatriate life in Hong Kong. How Sundays and
holidays are all they have to break up their lives of service. How this simple
fellowship amidst the concrete has taken on a great import. How easy it is for all of us
to drift away from ceremony and self-respect if we are not careful. “Ceremony” is of
course the answer to the question, “What makes this day different from any other?”
And “self-respect” is the answer to the question, “What makes me different from any
other?”

STREET MARKET

Hong Kong has five or so prominent street markets scattered around town. The stalls
are constructed mostly of plywood and plastic tarpaulins. For all I know the vendors
could be asleep under the counter when they’re not trading. There’s no official
roadblocks or barriers, it’s as if the stalls just appeared one day and nobody could be
bothered to move them anywhere else. I pondered how such street markets might start.
My theory is that it is probably a natural phenomenon like river-evolution. Allow me
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to elaborate. One day a shopkeeper sets up a display out front of his store on the
footpath. Next door does the same thinking it’s a good idea. Soon the whole street is
into it, forcing pedestrians into the roadway.  Then perhaps one day somebody double
parks one of their push carts just long enough for the other shopkeepers to see it as a
trend and bingo, street market. As soon as the cars stop trying to weave through the
pushcarts and pedestrians it’s a permanent fixture.

In 1945 a young colonial officer John Cowperthwaite was sent to Hong Kong to
oversee its economic recovery. Upon arrival he found it recovering quite well without
him. Here was a man who recognised a good thing when he saw it. He served as the
colony’s financial secretary from 1961 to 1971 and is credited with the “hands-off”
approach to business and free enterprise that makes Hong Kong so famous. He said,
“In the long run the aggregate of decisions of individual businessmen, exercising
individual judgement in a free economy, even if often mistaken, is less likely to do
harm than the centralised decisions of a government; and certainly the harm is likely
to be counteracted faster.” Well said that man.

STANLEY

On the southern side of Hong Kong Island is the seaside town of Stanley. The Stanley
market is a collection of shop fronts that tangle through the back streets of Stanley like
chewing gum through hair. The shops are filled with a surprising amount of genuine
clothing and factory-seconds padding out the usual “genuine copies”. Marina bought a
little traditional Chinese outfit for her nephew Leon. Now he looks like the last
emperor. After the cartloads of counterfeit clothing circulating the streets of Kowloon,
the Stanley Market was somewhat refreshing.

At the end of the main market street in Stanley is a collection of mobile market stalls –
the pushcarts. These guys are everywhere. Their carts look like tables with bicycle
wheels. With the government crackdown on counterfeit merchandise the cart-pushers
need to be careful how they operate. They cover their load with a large tarpaulin
presumably to preserve the ruse that they are on their way somewhere and doing
something legal. And then they stand around on the street waiting for the police patrol
to stroll away and around the corner. As soon as the fuzz is out of sight it’s like the
opening bell at the New York Stock Exchange. The tarpaulin comes off and it’s on for
young and old; Ralph and Georgio burst into tears and Gianni rolls over in his grave.

FISH

Across the road from the Stanley Market is the Stanley Fishermen’s Recreation Club.
Now work with me on this one. Many working men go fishing for recreation. At work
on their desks you will find two picture frames, one with a photo of the wife and kids,
and another with said businessman in a funny hat, holding a dead trout and smiling
(the businessman that is). So I started wondering what fishermen do when they’re not
fishing. Perhaps the Stanley Fishermen’s Recreation Club is full of fishermen in
business suits standing around the coffee machine and saying, “this sure beats the hell
out of the sea.”
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HIGH TEA

Overlooking the blue water of Repulse Bay is the stately Repulse Bay Hotel. The old
hotel building now houses a restaurant and café and a number of boutiques. We
managed to get ourselves a verandah table in the late afternoon and ordered some high
tea. As we waited for the tea to draw beneath the slowly circulating ceiling fans I
caught a whiff of colonial days. The colonial picture was not quite complete of course
– there was nobody abusing a Chinese waiter or talking loudly about The Empire.
Although an English banker did awkwardly slip the maitre ‘d a wad of 100-dollar
notes without the red envelope.

In front of the Repulse Bay Hotel is a tidy beach of about 400m with rather
sophisticated lifeguard towers positioned every 80m or so. The sand is a slightly
crunchy 2mm aggregate and on the day we were there Repulse Bay was host to a
modest half-foot swell. A water skier slid silently along outside the yellow shark-net
buoys. Behind the beach there were Hong Kong families roasting various things in
little hire BBQs made from cut-down 44-gallon drums. As we walked past them the
air was thick with the smell of roasting yams and burning kerosene. At the eastern end
of the beach is a somewhat weather-beaten Medium Buddha (not a Giant Buddha, just
a Medium one). I think this particular incarnation is the dharma-besser: Buddha in the
form of concrete. His face was peeling. And the sun began to set 15 degrees above the
horizon somewhere in the haze of southwestern Mainland China.

DOUBLE DECKER

We caught a double-decker bus back to Central. In the fading light the view from the
top deck was grand. We saw the silhouettes of the construction cranes along the
southern coast and the chair-lift towers of Ocean Park against the orange and grey sky.
The roads across the island are extremely narrow and the busses glide past each other
without fuss thanks to the skillful drivers. A friend of mine was telling me about this
hair’s-breadth passing. He was sitting up the top deck thinking how skillful the drivers
were when he heard “clack, crash, tinkle” as one of the side mirrors came flying past
his window. Neither driver batted an eyelid nor slowed their pace.

The double-decker bus wound its way to the Aberdeen tunnel and then through the
districts of Happy Valley and Wan Chai. In the second-story window of a furniture
store in Wan Chai, I saw a little boy sitting on one of the display sofas doing his
homework. The idea that Hong Kong kids might come home after school and play in
the back yard is as alien to Hong Kong people as a back yard itself. Life is different
there. People seem to spend a large part of their lives at work and a lot work where
they live. And nobody ever goes home for anything much but sleep. And I noticed that
the Methodist Church in Wan Chai thought it important to add the footnote “English
Speaking” to its advertising sign.
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BACK STREETS

One of my favorite things is to go where the tourists aren’t. Much to Marina’s
trepidation (and anyone who has ever traveled with me) I like to wander off down side
streets. On Day One I dragged Marina onto a tram, noting the destination on the front
as I climbed aboard. I then set about looking up the destination in the guidebook as we
rattled along. My philosophy is that you are already aboard your life before you know
where it’s going so why should travel be any different?

The main artery that runs up the Kowloon peninsula is Nathan Road. It would be a
shame to go to Hong Kong and never leave the main streets. In Mong Kok and Yau
Ma Tei the businesses seem to have congregated together, sports stores in some
streets, others with nothing but computer software, some of it even legal. And if you
ask me it gets more interesting the further you got off Nathan Road. One night I went
looking for a toilet while we were at the Tung Choi Street Market (Ladies Market) in
Mong Kok. I ran east towards the KCR rail line and through what must be the “motor
sport” district. Here were the automotive parts shops, and guys working on their cars
right there in the street outside. Further on there were the essential places where the
real people go; hardware stores, schools, engineering workshops and stores that seem
to sell everything. There were stores with the most amazing array of stuff hanging
from the awning outside the shop front, such that the doors could never close. There
were building sites shrouded in bamboo scaffold, piled high with concrete rubble and
dotted with the lean-to accommodation for the labourers. One guy in rubber thongs
was cutting enormous panes of glass on the sidewalk. And I never did find a toilet per
se.

MAC

OK you westerners, I don’t care who you are, and I don’t care how adventurous you
think you are with Asian cuisine, at some point in your travels you will find yourself
listlessly stirring your noodles, tripe and pigs blood and saying, “Stuff this, I’m getting
a Big Mac.” The McDonalds restaurants in Hong Kong are apparently among the
cheapest in the world. Near the ferry terminal on Kowloon is a basement McDonalds
packed to the rafters night and day. It’s so busy in fact that I think they’ve given up
trying to mop the floor. One woman must have thought me quite rude for not moving
my leg to let her past. I was making an honest effort to do so but my damn boot was
stuck to the tiles.

There was a very old and very fat lady clearing tables and emptying the bins. I
remember thinking; “Surely she’s somebody’s sister? Surely somebody can look after
her to prevent her having to work alongside the pimply teenagers for nada per hour?”
But then this is Hong Kong and I had to remind myself again that things are different
here. Not right or wrong, just different.
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PENSIONERS

Perhaps the most noticeable thing about the old people in Hong Kong is that they are
not exactly retired. Walk down any street in Australia on a weekday morning and
you’re sure to spot some pensioner off to the bank or the post office or the pharmacy.
Their mornings filled with little else but buying the milk and the paper, their
afternoons with coffee spoons and dunking Monte Carlos, and their evenings with
feeding the cat and watching Sale of the Century. Hong Kong old folk cannot really be
called pensioners. There’s not much of a pension to speak of. The ones without
children to support them are still living hand to mouth working as cleaners or in other
such jobs.

SUZIE WONG

In 1957 Richard Mason checked into the Luk Kwok Hotel on Gloucester Road in Wan
Chai looking for inspiration for a novel. It was one of the most fortunate decisions of
his life; since 1957 he hasn’t had to write another word to support himself. The World
of Suzi Wong is a romance, and I can never decide if romances are great literature, or if
I’m just attracted to the idea of romance. The Luk Kwok provided the inspiration for
the Nam Kok, a hotel built near the port area in Wan Chai and workplace of the bargirl
upon whom Suzi Wong is based. The girls are in search of what they call a
“respectable life.” And indeed Mason gives his Suzi a happy ending. But for the real
bar girls, Hong Kong probably never kept its promise.  Richard Mason now lives in
Rome with his third wife. And “Suzi” is probably one of the old grandmothers
scraping chewing gum from the floor of the Daimaru Department Store.

TAILOR

They see you coming a mile off. Tailors. And they know white men can’t bargain.
Brochures are forced towards your hand such that a reflex opens your palm and you’re
stuck with junk mail. If you told me I would one day get junk mail without a letterbox
I would have laughed at you. But there it was in my hand and me with no idea how it
got there. But it’s not until you take a closer look at the faces that the tailors are not
Chinese but Indians. Now don’t get me wrong, Indians know their way around a check
shirt, and I’m a sucker for a good Madras check. But a Hong Kong tailored suit made
by some guy from Calcutta? Well that’s like going to all the way to Meekatharra to
buy a genuine aboriginal boomerang and finding a white guy knocking them out with
a power sander.

Here’s the scene; this Indian guy in shiny polyester invites himself into my personal
space and says, “Tailored suit, Sir?”
“No thank you.”
“Tailored suit, Sir? Do you know how much, Sir?’
“No thank you.”
“Do you know how much?”
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“Really, not today.”
The guy follows me into a shop; “Do you know how much, Sir? Do you know how
much, Sir?”
I turn on my heel, engage the guy with a steely gaze and say in a low voice, “Do you
know how much I’m going to punch your head in if you don’t piss off?’
Yes I lost my composure.

There are about 15,000 Hong Kong-born Indians. The People’s Republic has declared
that Hong Kong passports under their regime will only be issued to those of pure
Chinese decent, a threat that may make Hong Kong born Indians, Filipinos and
Nigerians stateless and the subject of mass-expulsions.

I did meet a genuine Chinese tailor one morning in the tourist ghetto on Nathan Road.
He was neatly but not flashily dressed, a sincere old man. There was no hard sell, just
a pleasant chat with another human being. He walked with me for a while and politely
gave me directions to the American Express office, but added that it would not be
open on a Saturday. I shook his hand and thanked him. If he’s still around next time
I’m in town he’s got a customer.

INDIVIDUALITY

Like most white males I’ve grown up thinking I’m pretty special. Being a tall white
guy in Hong Kong means that you are the odd man out on at least two factors. And for
me, there is nothing so destructive to my little island of individuality than the tidal
wave produced by a sea of raven hair in an Asian city. To me the uniformity of Asian
hair colour is a powerful visible reminder of where my world ends and the Asian
world begins. I will always be an outsider in this society, no matter how many Asian
friends I have or how good I become at their language. As a traveler in Europe or
North America if I keep my mouth shut and leave the camera and map in the hotel
nobody looks at me twice. But in Asia it is a fact that I will never blend in. Gweilo is
the word for me in Cantonese – foreign devil. Variously I am known as a ‘white
ghost’ or a ‘barbarian’. I find Asia tantalizingly exotic and self-destructive. I find it
both inviting and cruel. It’s a crazy love.

The young kids in Hong Kong look so jaded. The girls are anything from baby dolls in
silver plastic jackets to heroin waifs on platform sneakers. The boys wear their hair
down over their eyes and pose with American cigarettes. I can understand how this
city might shape its people and their spirits. I cannot imagine a world where the
people have never experienced the smell of freshly cut grass.

MTR

From the moment I first heard her voice I think it is fair to say that I fell deeply in love
with her. There was just something magic about her voice. Oh yes, that voice. She was
a Chinese girl to be sure, but she had a crisp British accent that made me think of the
soft light of England’s summer. I imagined taking her for a picnic under an old tree
with the gentle sounds of summer birds and cricket on the common. Perhaps I would
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be lucky enough to catch just a glimpse of her lovely knee between long white socks
and her tartan skirt. I knew her only for a moment but she will always be with me.
And I was sad to leave her there on that carriage. What was it she said to me over the
public address as I left the MTR train for the last time? “Next station Tsim Sha Tsui.
Please stand back from the door.”

The Mass Transit Railway (MTR) is exactly that. From the moment you enter the
subway stations the escalators accelerate you MTR speed. It’s a warning that it’s all
going to happen pretty fast. In the time we were in Hong Kong we waited no longer
than 3 minutes for any form of public transport.

One day I was sitting on the KCR train to Sha Tin and I noticed the warning signs on
the inside of the carriage saying ‘no food’. Even in this Asian city the silhouette of a
hamburger and soft-drink cup have become the universal symbol for food.

POLO

The best polo shirt I ever owned was one I bought from Target for $15.00. I have a
photo of it if you are interested. Ten years later a very similar navy polo shirt, with the
addition of Ralph Lauren’s little red polo horse and rider retails for five or six times
what I paid for mine. In 1998 Everyone in Hong Kong wears something with this logo
embroidered on the breast. And when I say everyone, I mean everyone. How is it that
people desire so much to be associated with that logo? Further, for genuine
merchandise, why are people prepared to pay so much for something that without the
logo is indistinguishable from my navy polo shirt that I was wearing ten years ago
(years ahead of my time I might add)?  Well the answer is that while some people pay
that much, most people in Hong Kong don’t. Most of the stuff is so obviously
counterfeit. The Ralph Lauren range never in a million years would include some of
the playing fields upon which the little horseman finds himself; sleeveless padded
moon jackets, imitation Polartec fleece pullovers and Batik screen print surf shirts.
There’s a message here somewhere. And if you know what it is, please let me know.

COWS 2

Returning to Chek Lap Kok airport on the last night I kept an eye out for the cow signs
on the expressway. And then I saw one, the black silhouette of a cow inside a red
triangle, like an inverted “Give Way” sign. I asked the bus driver what it was all
about. It turns out that some of the land reclaimed on Lantau Island to build the new
airport was once farmland. And apparently even in Hong Kong you can lose cows. In
the early days of the airport operation a few cows wandered onto the expressway with
predictable results. “I’ve hit a few myself,” said the tour operator. “We had T-bone for
a week.”
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UNDERWEAR

My toy trains must have looked like something suspicious through the x-ray viewer at
Hong Kong airport. After unpacking the bag and putting it back under the viewer
twice, the girl was finally convinced they were to be used for good an not evil.

DECLARE

As we waited to take off I filled in my Australian Customs card. Next morning at
Melbourne airport I took it out and gave it to the guy behind the immigration desk.
“You’ve got a few things to declare,” he stated.
“No,” I replied.
“Well you’ve filled in the card to say you have.”
“Bullshit.”
I looked at the card. Sure enough in my ink and my handwriting I’d marked the card to
say I had non-prescription drugs and firearms to declare. I went grey. If you had bet
me a million dollars, or even my life that I’d filled in the customs card that way I
would have taken the bet with a grin.  If I couldn’t trust remembering such a small
thing how can I trust the big things that I claim to know? Blame it on tiredness if you
want, but I felt uneasy for some days afterwards. I had trouble at customs in two
countries in two days. And Marina waltzed through both times with a kilogram of
dried shark fin.

HOME

Somewhere in the butterfly-stomach of travel we find the best and worst kind of
uncertainty that comes with discovering our selves and our place in the world. Are you
saved or lost if you discover you don’t belong where you came from? Can you resist
the temptation to sell the car and hit the road? Self-discovery is played for high stakes,
but surely it’s better than never leaving home?

Email
jeffreypburns@hotmail.com

Web Site
http://jeffburnswriting.tripod.com
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